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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New.
Language: English. Brand new Book. William Sanford Nye, popularly known as Bill Nye the Science
Guy, is an American science communicator, television presenter, and mechanical engineer. He is
best known as the host of the PBS children's science show Bill Nye the Science Guy, and for his
many subsequent appearances in popular media as a science educator. Nye began his career as a
mechanical engineer for Boeing Corporation in Seattle, where he invented a hydraulic resonance
suppressor tube used on 747 airplanes. In 1986, Nye left Boeing to pursue comedy, writing and
performing jokes and bits for the local sketch television show Almost Live!, where he would
regularly conduct wacky science experiments. Nye aspired to become the next Mr. Wizard and with
the help of several producers successfully pitched the children's television program Bill Nye the
Science Guy to KCTS-TV, channel 9, Seattle's public television station. The show-which proudly
proclaimed in its theme song that "science rules!"-ran from 1994 to 1999 in national TV syndication.
Known for its "high-energy presentation and MTV-paced segments," the program became a hit for
both kids and adults. The show was critically acclaimed and was...
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This book may be really worth a read through, and far better than other. it was actually writtern extremely completely and valuable. I am just very easily
will get a satisfaction of looking at a published ebook.
-- Lillie Toy-- Lillie Toy

It is easy in read through easier to fully grasp. it had been writtern very completely and useful. I am pleased to let you know that here is the greatest book
we have read during my personal life and could be he very best book for possibly.
-- Miss Marge Jerde-- Miss Marge Jerde
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